
Onshore Renewables

Connecting renewables specialists 
to pioneering projects

Onshore Wind, Solar and Energy Storage
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Our global reach and extensive 
network of specialists position 
us as the leading renewables 
workforce solutions provider.

Our global  
presence

Since 2009, our experts have witnessed 
and helped to fuel the industry’s global 
growth.  

Our specialist, multi-lingual Onshore 
Renewables team has placed 
professionals in over 50 countries 
worldwide, and communicates fluently 
in 10 of the sector's most prominent 
languages.

We’ve partnered with clients across 
the full value chain from utility-scale 
developers, manufacturers, EPC 
companies to O&M providers, asset 
managers and investors.

With our network of over 12,000 
specialists, our unparalleled track record 
and deep industry knowledge, and over 
120 offices in 40+ countries, we are 
perfectly placed to support your growth.

120+
offices across 
40+ countries

12,000+

15,000+
specialists

placements made
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Proven, dependable, mature.

EMEA

Onshore technologies like wind, solar and battery storage 
will play a vital part in the transition to a clean energy system. 
With several decades of combined experience and deep 
industry connections, there’s no talent problem our expert 
EMEA teams can’t solve.

Countries we’ve placed in

Belgium 
Czech Republic 
Denmark 
Egypt 
France 
Georgia 
Germany 
Ghana 
Greece 
Ireland 
Italy 
Kenya 
Lithuania 

Netherlands 
Nigeria 
Poland 
Portugal 
Romania
Russia 
South Africa 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
UK 
Ukraine
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With brands including Trina Solar, Trina Storage  
and Trina Tracker, Trina Group has created  
a world-leading position in clean energy. 

For over eight years we’ve forged a position as key 
talent partner to Trina Solar, for its PV modules, battery 
storage, tracker systems and projects businesses, 
placing almost 100 exceptional professionals across 
EMEA, the Americas and APAC. 

In 2021 we were retained to deliver a large volume of 
new employees in a short period of time, following 
the company’s IPO, to support Trina's expansion. Our 
expertise, network and deep sector knowledge helped 
the company meet its ambitious targets and we enjoy  
a successful ongoing partnership.

EMEA Case Studies

100
exceptional professionals 
delivered across EMEA,  
the Americas and APAC. 

Taylor Hopkinson stands out due to the high level  
of professionalism, flexibility and reliability they 
provide to our candidates and us. The team knows and 
understands the renewable energy sector and has  
a great network which we benefit from… It has been  
a pleasure working with Taylor Hopkinson and we look 
forward to continuing our partnership.”

Senior Manager, Trina Solar

“
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We’re trusted by solar power giants Lightsource bp to deliver talent  
across its global business, from Directors and department heads to 
senior- and mid-level positions. 

One of Europe’s largest utility companies, Iberdrola partners with  
Taylor Hopkinson to maximise its success in attracting and retaining  
talent in its renewables businesses.  

A joint venture between traditional energy giant BP and Lightsource, we’ve  
been instrumental in supporting Lightsource bp as it has grown to become 
Europe’s leading solar developer and a top ten solar developer globally.

As Lightsource bp has expanded across Europe, the Americas and APAC,  
we have delivered experienced solar talent in over 10 countries, to support  
team growth in Business Development, Origination, Development, Permitting, 
Grid Connection, Engineering, Procurement, Construction, M&A, O&M and  
Asset Management.  

Developing, building, owning and operating renewables assets across sectors, 
Iberdrola has a truly global presence and requires teams of exceptionally high-
performing, multi-lingual individuals. Our teams in Madrid and Valencia have 
collaborated on long-term tenders to deliver top talent in all core renewables 
technologies, from solar and battery storage to onshore and offshore wind and 
green hydrogen, across Iberdrola's various European business lines.

EMEA Case Studies

10+
countries

Delivered 
solar talent for 
Lightsource bp in
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EMEA Contacts

Jamie Taylor 
Managing Director,  
Onshore Renewables

jamie@taylorhopkinson.com

+44 7860 776 250

Monica Llopis 
Managing Consultant,  
Onshore Wind, South EMEA

monica@taylorhopkinson.com

+34 673 622 249

Lucas Hofmann
Director, Onshore Renewables, 
Iberia & LATAM

lucas@taylorhopkinson.com

+34 627 065 308

Dove White
Managing Consultant, Key Accounts, 
Onshore Renewables

dove@taylorhopkinson.com

+44 7732 649 330

James Peters
Managing Consultant,  
Solar & Storage EMEA

james@taylorhopkinson.com

+44 7706 330 428

Our EMEA team are always available to help with any  
questions you may have.
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Countries we’ve placed in

Argentina 
Brazil 
Canada 
Chile 

taylorhopkinson.com

With abundant solar and  
wind resource and commitment 
to the net zero transition, the 
Americas is forecast to support 
over 6 million clean energy  
jobs by 2050. 

North America  
& LATAM

Our expert teams have deep market knowledge  
and extensive candidate networks built up over 
years that allow us to find and deliver talent in any 
sector, across the region.

Colombia 
Mexico 
Panama 
USA
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North America & LATAM Case Studies

20+
placements with LONGi

Our recruitment partnership with energy giant RWE 
Renewables Americas sees us regularly retained to  
search for and select candidates for leadership and  
senior roles across its onshore renewables and 
offshore wind businesses.

Working across the full project lifecycle, we support 
with core hiring needs in RWE’s engineering and support 
functions, delivering specialists in departments ranging from 
legal and finance to HR and operations. Our office in Houston, 
TX works closely with RWE’s base in Austin to provide agile, 
responsive support for its extensive hiring needs.

We are an exclusive recruitment partner to the USA business of world-leading 
solar module manufacturer LONGi, having delivered many of its key strategic 
hires and supported the build out of the team nationally, including Head of 
Business Development, Regional Sales Directors, Operations Manager, Senior 
Marketing Manager, Logistics Manager, Finance Manager and Legal Manager. 

In addition, we’ve provided extensive salary benchmarking and market  
mapping services, giving LONGi invaluable insight that helped it succeed  
in a new market. LONGi benefits from a fruitful global recruitment framework 
with Taylor Hopkinson, and we have provided specialist services throughout  
the Americas, EMEA and APAC.
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North America & LATAM  Contacts

Jamie Taylor 
Managing Director,  
Onshore Renewables

jamie@taylorhopkinson.com

+44 7860 776 250

Lewis Wright
Managing Consultant, Onshore 
Renewables North America

lewis@taylorhopkinson.com 

+1 800 903 1361

Lucas Hofmann
Director, Onshore  
Renewables, LATAM

lucas@taylorhopkinson.com

+34 627 065 308

Dove White
Managing Consultant, Key Accounts, 
Onshore Renewables

dove@taylorhopkinson.com

+44 7732 649 330

Luke Wigfield
Principal Consultant, Energy Storage 
& E-Mobility, North America

luke@taylorhopkinson.com

+1 800 750 6584

Our North America & LATAM team are always available  
to help with any questions you may have.
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Countries we’ve placed in

Australia 
China 
Bangladesh 
India 
Indonesia 
Israel 
Japan 
Jordan 
Kazakhstan 
Malaysia 

Pakistan 
Philippines 
Russia 
Singapore 
South Korea 
Taiwan 
Thailand
UAE 
Vietnam

Asia is forecast to become the world’s 
biggest clean energy market, with 
some projections suggesting the region 
could account for over 60% of the total 
renewables workforce by 2050. 

Asia - Pacific

Our multi-lingual APAC teams are local experts and have extensive 
experience of the markets in Asia and Oceania, where solar and 
onshore wind are powering the region’s net zero ambitions.
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Dove White
Managing Consultant, 
Key Accounts, Onshore 
Renewables

dove@taylorhopkinson.com

+44 7732 649 330

Ryan Clark
Managing Consultant, 
Onshore Renewables APAC

ryan@taylorhopkinson.com

+65 9642 7673

Asia - Pacific Case Studies

Asia - Pacific Contacts

We’ve partnered exclusively with integrated developer ib vogt to build out its 
entire capability across Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, 
Indonesia, and its regional HQ in Singapore. 

Working closely with ib vogt’s senior decision makers, our team has delivered 
technical and commercial specialists focused on large-scale solar and storage 
developments across Asia. Successful placements range from Head of 
Countries (Indonesia, Japan, Taiwan), Development Directors, Project Directors, 
Legal and Finance Directors, to PPA Originators and support staff.

We have helped to facilitate TotalEnergie’s growth in the APAC region as it has 
expanded its reach in the commercial and industrial solar space. 

We’ve supported the team in Singapore by delivering exceptional candidates for 
a range of permanent positions across the region, including technical specialists 
for engineering and project management roles on large-scale projects in 
Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. We’ve also delivered senior 
hires such as Engineering Directors, ESG specialists, legal counsel and finance 
managers, and have also provided contracting support in a number of roles and 
locations where quick, agile appointments were necessary. 

25+
senior profiles for ib vogt 
in over 8 locations 
across APAC

Placed
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Roles we’ve delivered

Development
•  Consents Manager 

•  Design Engineer

•  Development Associate

•  Development Director

•  Development Manager 

•  Director of EPC

•  Due Diligence Consultant

•  EIA Consultant 

•  Engineering Director

•  Engineering Manager

•  Environmental Developer 

•  GIS Engineer

•  Grid Connections Manager 

•  Head of Development

•  Head of Engineering

•  Head of EPC

•  Land Acquisition Manager

•  Land Manager

•  Permitting Manager

•  Planning Consultant 

•  Planning Manager

•  Project Engineer

•   Senior Development 
Manager 

•  Technical Advisor

•  Technical Consultant

Financing 
& Executive
•  CEO

•  CFO 

•  Commercial Analyst

•  Commercial Director

•  Commercial Manager

•  COO

•  Cost Manager

•  Director of M&A

•  Due Diligence

•  Finance Director

•  Financial Analyst

•  Financial Modeler

•  General Manager

•  Head of Acquisitions

•  Head of Project Finance 

•  Investment Associate  

•  Investment Director

•  Investment Manager 

•  M&A Manager

•  Managing Director

•   Policy and Regulatory 
Affairs Advisor

•  Project Finance Manager 

•  RIsk Manager 

•  SVP Investments

•  VP Investment

Construction
•  Authorised Persons 

•  Civil Engineer  

•  Commercial Manager 

•  Construction Director

•   Construction Project 
Manager 

•   Construction Project 
Manager

•  Contracts Manager 

•  Control Room Engineer 

•  Director of EPC

•  Document Controller 

•  Electrical Design Engineer

•  Engineering Director

•  Engineering Manager

•  EPC Director 

•  Field Engineer 

•  Head of Construction

•  Head of Construction

•  Head of EPC

•  HSE Advisor 

•  HSE Manager

•  HSEQ Manager

•  Procurement Manager

•   Project Commissioning 
Manager 

•  Project Director 

•  Project Engineer 

•  Project Planner 

•   Protection and Control 
Engineer 

•  Quality Manager 

•   SCADA Commissioning 
Supervisor 

•  SCADA Engineer 

•  Senior Authorised Person 

•  Shift Supervisor 

•  Site Engineer 

•  Site Manager 

•  Site Manager

•  Structural Engineer 

•  Supply Chain Manager

•   WTG Commissioning 
Manager
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Operations
•   Asset Management 

Director

•   Asset Manager

•   Director of O&M

•   Field Engineer

•   Field Technician

•   Head of Asset Management

•   Head of O&M

•   O&M Engineer 

•   O&M Manager

•   O&M Technician

•   Operations Director

•   Portfolio Director

•   Portfolio Manager

•   Programme Manager

Manufacturing
•  After-sales Manager

•  Cable Inspector 

•  Commercial Advisor

•  Contracts Engineer  

•  Contracts Manager

•  Fabrication Inspector 

•  Head of Marketing

•  Head of Sales

•  Head of Supply Chain 

•  HSE Advisor - Fabrication 

•  IWE Welding Engineer 

•  Logistics Manager

•  Marketing Director

•  Marketing Manager

•  Operations Manager

•  Pre-sales Manager

•  Q/QC Co-ordinator

•  Quality Advisor

•  Quality Manager 

•  R&D Engineer 

•  Sales Director

•  Sales Manager

•  Sales Support

•  Senior Sales Manager

•  Senior WTG Engineer 

•  Structural Engineer

•  Supply Chain Manager 

•  Technical Sales Manager

•  Technical Support

•  Welding Inspector 

•   WTG Inspector - Nacelles,  
Blades, Towers

Roles we’ve delivered
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Business Intelligence & HR  
Consulting Services
Stay one step ahead of the competition.  

Our Business Intelligence and HR Consulting services improve 
attraction, retention and development of your employees, and 
can be deployed throughout the recruitment and personal 
development process. We offer solutions including salary, 
remuneration and selection process benchmarking, organisational 
design, psychometric profiling and succession planning.

Permanent recruitment
From key regional players to the leading global developers,  
our clients are at the cutting edge of the energy transition.  

Using state-of-the-art processes delivered by experienced 
industry experts, we fuel growth by building high-performing, 
diverse teams that deliver pioneering projects.

We enable a global workforce in the 
renewables sector.

Retained search & selection
Visionary leaders can be vital in deciding an organisation’s 
direction of travel, so it has never been more important to have 
the right people leading your organisation.  

From specialist engineers to senior leaders and C-Suite level 
executives, we will find and deliver the best management teams 
to consolidate your market position, drive growth and create 
shareholder value.

Contractor services
Our world-leading talent pool sets us apart.  

We have a bank of highly-skilled, experienced specialists to 
call upon for any technical or professional onshore renewables 
role imaginable, and our turnkey service offering means we take 
care of everything from work permits to vaccine passports and 
international relocations.

Our services
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We were founded in 2009 with  
just a single employee and a focus  
on renewables. Today, we’re  
a trusted recruitment partner to the 
world’s clean energy leaders, placing 
exceptional talent across onshore 
and offshore wind, solar and  
storage projects. 

About us

Powered by Brunel
In 2021 we joined forces with Brunel International NV, a powerful 
global network of more than 12,000 specialists in more than  
100 offices across 45 countries. Our shared vision is to enable  
a diverse, global workforce that will drive the world’s transition 
to sustainable energy and deliver our net zero ambition. 

By combining our deep sector knowledge, network and track 
record with Brunel’s extensive global footprint, we’re setting a 
new benchmark for service and quality by connecting renewables 
specialists to pioneering projects across the world.

Our Awards
In December 2021 we won the APSCo Award  
for Recruitment Company of the Year in our 
turnover bracket, and were listed in the Recruiter 
Fast 50 as one of the fastest-growing recruitment 
companies in the UK – the only dedicated 
renewables recruiter featured. 

We were also awarded Recruiter of the Year 2021 and 
2019/20 at the Wind Investment Awards.
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To find out more or to speak to one 
of our experts please contact:  

enquire@taylorhopkinson.com
+44 (0) 141 468 4900

Get in touch


